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D e s p i t e g o v e r n m e n t attacks,
China's n e w s p a p e r journalists

have

increasi ng'y

'ye

jmrnalis(s in China merely appendages of the
party-state? Many researchers seem to think so. O n
the few occasions that scholars of contentious politics
in China have examined the media. it l ~ a sbeen in the
context of the media's power to shape or suppress contentious behavior by third parties.' The conventional view
of journalists as part of the party-state. however. is both
ernpiricully and conceptually inadequate. Journalists can
be. and often are. contentious actors in their own right.
This fact leads to two important conclusions. First, and
most generally. scholars should broadly reconceptualize
the Chinese inedia to take into account the sole of journalists as contentious actors. And second, such behavior
by journalists may provide new insight for scholars of
contentious politics by highlighting the irnportance of
grievances in sparking collective action. Specifically.
presented here suggests that grievances can
the e~side~lce
inspire action when they*

RE

Relate to interft1-ence with everyday I-outines(what
Snow et al. call "disruption of the quotidi~rn").'
Have a specific. visible target or targets. and

Can be easily framed as a moral rishts cl;iim to
rnaxirnize external support.

JONATHAN HASSID is :I 1'11.D. ciitldidi~tcin political science at the Univcrairy of ~alifol-nia.Berkclry. ~e was a visiting scholar at Peking University in
1007-2008. He qatrfully :tcknu\vledges the invaluable help of3,Inrgaret Boiltin, Greg Di\telhorst. Lowell Dittmer. Achley Esarey. Eli Friedman. Amanda
Hasiid,Allison Kaufnlr~n,.ledy LaF'orte. Kevin O'Rrien. Iiachcl Stern, Danielii
Stockmnnn. C'irhten VaIa, and two anonymous revie\vers.
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Although this article concentrates on the print media."
the results should be replicable across media types, and
the theoretical propositions on grievances and leadership
s h o ~ l dbe easily testable elsewhere.
Contention can take many forIlls.4and scholars have
demonstrated that many systemic factors influence media
content,%but this article concentrates 011 three incidents

involving Chinese newspapers that fit even the nmowest definition. The incidents were highly visible, clearly
intentional. overt acts. as opposed to more clebatably
co~itentiousacts. such as the publication of unfavorable
news or scathing editorial^.^ The discussion that follows
often refers to "the media" as a single entity or group, but
this aggregation is ~llerelyused for stylistic purposes and
sho~ildnot be construed as implying a seamless. monolithic whole. Indeed. several scholars have pointed out that
areas of cultural production outside of "hard" or political
news often have much more leeway J'or action than do the
general newspapers detailed below.' The cases presented
here therefore represent the most conservative incidents
on which to build theory. If such ovel-t phenomena exist
even in the most controlled sector ol'the Chinese ~nedia,
they certainly exist elsewhere as well.

China's Changing Media
S o ~ n ebrief historical background is important to understand the lnomentous changes sweeping the Chinese
news media. Before the reform era began in 1979, all
media outlets were contl-olledby the state, the number of
media sources was tightly regulated. and outlets such as
newspapers were restricted not only in content but eken
in length and fornlat.' F~~rthermore.
during the Mao era
all news providers were funded either directly by the
state. indirect1y through a policy of forced subscriptions
that kept circulation numbers artificially hlgh. or through
al-1-angements whereby organizations agreed to crosssubscribe to each other's publications." These mechanisms
meant that "the vast majority of the Chinese did not even
have the ability to be suspicious of the CCP's [Chinese
Communist Party's] political system, because they didn't
know that in the outside world a dillerent, worthier life
( ~ e r l yo11
g jiclzhi de shengllun) even existed:'I0
Many aspects of the relationship between state and
press began to change with Deng Xiaoping's reforms in
the late 1970s. Beijing began to allow increasing commercialization of the media as well as larger numbers of media
outlets and types of acceptable content. For example. the
number of newspapers alone has risen from 188 in 1 980 to
more than 1,900 in 2006,' ' The nu~nberof television stations, radio stations, and satellite broadcasters is increasing proportionally." As the number and content of news
access points has increased. so has their financi:il clout
and independence from the government. While Muo-era
journalism relied entirely on govenlment funding, today
the Chinese news business is market-driven, with advertising revenue rising fro111zero at the start of the reform era

to $18 billion in 2005, accounting for nearly 1 percent of
China's gross dornestic product.l3
Economic liberalization has not translated into political freedom, however. Bei.jing has made clear that it will
continue to exercise very tight control over the news
n~ediain the short and medium terms, banning wayward
publications. jailing dissident journalists, and attempting
to consolidate control under huge government-run conglomerates.13For political journalists at least, the Central
Publicity Department (CPD)15 has engaged in a highly
public CI-ackdownthroughout President Hu Jintao's I-ule.
with a number of prominent domestic and even internat ional journalists fired or jailed-'"he regime has created
a generally repressive atmosphere for the Chinese news
media, especially for political reporting.17And the runup to the Beijing Olympics has only made the situation
more tense for many domestic journalists. with increasing
crackdowns on pl-int and on-line content.18

Studying the News
Previous studies of China's news media tend to view them
in one of two ways-as par1 of the party-state instit~itional
structure or as an advocate for citizens' needs.
AIZArm of the Purty-State. A few scliolars of Chinese
contentious politics have I-ecognized the inherent importance of the media in their research. Given the tight
control the Chinese government routinely exercises over
joun~alists,it is no surprise that these researchers have
altnost exclusively theorized the news media as a tool of
the goveim~nent.Even Berijarnin Liebman, one of the most
nuanced scholars and the author of an excellent article on
the relationship between the media and contention. writes
of the Chinese media as "an m of the Party-state," and
"one of many competing Party-state institutions seeking
to solve problems. expand influence, and force action by
others."19 The .journalist Marlowe Hood notes that "like
most societies lacking an independent judiciary and enforceable laws guaranteeing basic rights. China often uses
the media to broadcast" stories that help maintain social
orde~..'~
Dai Qing. herself a forner reporter jailed for her
views, goes even further: "In China, the media is [sic]
regarded as a psopaganda tool of the Communist Party.
This is in keeping with Mao Zedong's cardinal doctrine:
'Revolution depends on two barrels. the barrel of the gun
and the barrel of the pen' ."" The strict control the central
state maintains over all Chinese news outlets stifles the
flow of news about most protests. riots. or potentially
destabilizing government actions.:?
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A (Potenhhl) Pziblic Clzunzpioiz. The media can thus serve Cltirza Yozith Daily. Among the most prominent examples
as an important tool of the state in maintaining social order of such incidents is a series of letters of complaint, "acand continued CCP rule, but social-movement scholars cidentally" leaked onto the Internet, from top Chino
have also noted an opposite role. that of public champion. Yolirll Dcrily reporters to their superiors. The new. CCPLi and O'Brien argue that "even publication of a single let- appointed editor-in-chief had announced a plan to tie emter or report detailing a case in People 's Daily. Legcrl Dcrilj:, ployees' colnpensation to how favorably senior ofiicials
To\-~*r?ship
Forlim or Perrstrnt Duilj can instantly national- viewed their articlese3'In August 2005 a senior editor
ize and legitimize a focus for popular action."" And this wrote an open letter in which he blasted both the plan and
sort of publication does happen. Although usually tightly the paper's managenlent. In the long and scathing letter,
controlled at all levels. journalisin in China is so~netimes Li Datong writes that the new editor "will enslave and
responsive to public opinion or mass action. Indeed, one of emasculate and vulgat-izethe Chimi Yolrrl~Daily." Li adds
the founding theoi-eticalprinciples of journalism in China that he is '-not so naive as to think that this is a product
is that it should reflect "public opinion" (yulun) so as to of [the editor's] personal will. It goes without saying
ensure that CCP elites do not become too divorced from the that [the editor] is an executor."" Li Datong's letter was
masses. In the 1990s Beijing even periodically campaigned not the first of its kind, for in May 2004 the director of
for stronger "supervision by public opinion" (yuli~rljicr~l~li~)
news, Lu Yilegang, wrote "An Open Letter to Zhao Yong,
at lower levels of government to ensure conformity with Secretary of the Standing Cormnittee of the Chinese Cornnational policy."l although recently the government has munist Youth League." in which he similarly attacked his
moved away fro111such encourage~nent.'~
bosses at the Chir~nYoritll Daily. In response to repeated
This is more than just talk. One scholar argues that attempts to impose more political control over the paper.
despite the party's desire to keep criticism muted, ''Loop- LuYuegang attacks not only these policies, but also Zhao
holes do exist that allow editors to diverge somewhrtt fi-011-1 Yong persoilally in a remarkably harsh tone:
official lines. Editors may devote more space to public
You [Zhao Yong] said before you finished talking that
opinion than the propaganda apparatus explicitly approves
you definitely wanted to have a "heart-to-heart talk" (taiz
of."26In China. however, this sort of intervention by the
.rill) with everyone. We also want to have ;I heart-to-heart
media is rare, as bold news outlets "that report misconduct
talk with you. But what kind of talk will this be'? Do yo^^
by local officials can come under pressure or be subject to
think those of us listenirig to you grew up eating shit
editorial reshuffle^."^^ Often, "The media will intervene
(shi)? Do you secrerly think that the intellect of your
audience is so lou that we cannot distinguish between a
only when the villagers try something dramatic or when
"heart-to-hean talk" and a "reprimand"'! You represented
the tension spirals out of control and attracts the attenthe Yoilth League Secretariat when you demanded that
tion of provincial or national leaders," writes Liu Yawei .'8
the
1e:idersIiip ranks of the CIlirlo YoufllD~ii!)*
"strengthen
Under the right circumstances, the 111edia in China can
[their]
s
t
~
~
d
i
e
[of
s
Comniunist
ideology],"
but
it is the
make or break a social movement, but the literature has
Youth League Secretariat, and YOU especially, who need
not moved much beyond this revelation.
to "strengthen [your] studies" even more."

Other employees and editors on the paper worked together to publicize both letters: *Wehad to move quickly,
The three cases detailed below are somewhat pared down before they [the CPD] stal-ted blocking it,' recalled one
in order to further a larger series of arguments, heeding senior editor" who sent Li Datong's missive out to the
This action by Cllir~nYortrlt Daily staff emphaTilly and Tarrow's call: "Instead of trying to explain ev- Interr~et.~'
erything about a contentious episode. close in on its IIIOS~ sizes the collective nature of the protestq3'
Despite the harshness of their comments. however.
surprising, interesting or consequential feat~ires."'%nd
what is surprising is that although contentious behavior by neither editor was thrown in jail or removed froin his
journalists is not new in China, the years 2004 and 2005 job. Li Datong and Lu Yuegang's personal prominence
saw an unprecedented increase in the diversity of such and the paper's high profile were i~nportantreasons why
behavior. and signs of resistance have continued since the party moved slowly and deliberately in chastising the
then.3oMoreover, this contention a1 all levels-from in- two men. Initially, they were not punished. In a brief but
dividual to cross-organizational-has taken place despite powerful Ibrm of collective action. other journalists had
the current political chill over types of media expression joined the protest by threatening to strike if Li Datong and
Lu Y~legangwere disciplined.?The bold action of the two
that the CCP deeins unlhvorable.
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"

journalists did not end there. however. When the section Li
edited, a weekly supplemental called Bir~gdi~lr~
(Freezing
Point). published an article by a controversial histo~ian
challenging the official interpretation of the Chinese Civil
War. the CPD decided it was finally time to strike back. In
February 3006 it demoted both Li and Lu to a bachoorn
"research" section of the papel- ancl temporarily closed
down Freezitlg Point. When the supplement relaunched
five weeks later. it did so without its crusading editors.?'
Even with public stature and the backing of colleagues,
then. journalists can only push the government so far
before facing serious consequences.

Beijing News. But contentious incidents like this one are
not confilled to individual jour-nalists. Occasionally, whole
papers become involved, as happened with the Xirl Jirlg
Rno (Beijing News) in late December 2005: "Reporters
stopped filing articles . . . after Mr. Yang [Yang Bin, the
editor-in-chief and an outspoken CCP critic] was moved
aside, employees told The Associatecl Press. Some reports
suggested that up to a qual-ter of the paper's 400 editorial
staff walked out."'8 The order forYang's removal apparently
came straight from the highest I-eachcsof the government
and originally included the dismissal of several deputy editors and the transfer of editorial control to the staid central
Daily, one of the co-owners
government paper Gtmizg,~~iilg
of the Be[jirlg Nar~s.After a strilce that lasted several days.
both sides agreed to a face-saving measure whereby Yang
Bin was removed from his post. but the deputy editors
retained their jobs and the Gunrzgt?rirlg Dclily I-eceived
somewhat less control than initially announced.'"
Given the current political climate, the walkout of
senior employees indicates a strong level of commitment
to their editor and journalistic ideals. Says one staffer,
"Me I.Yang Bin] asked us to be responsible, accul-ate,and
true. He is a model for me and a man with h g h standards.
I would hope that some day I could be like him." One
reporter goes even further: " 'We were happy with our
paper and the idea we had. But now the editor is leaving
and the idea will leave with him. I ail1 very sad,' said a
journalist who spoke with foreign reporters despite the
presence of security officials and a warning that she could
lose her job."J0
And the threat to h e r j o b 4 r worse-is very real. Zhou
He writes that "coercion-in such forms as imp~isonment,
exile. purge and unemployment-has become Ihe main
means of safeguarding the supremacy of the Chinese version of Communist ideology. This is particularly true in
the [CCP] media."" A good deal of evidence suppons this
view. According to Reporters sans FI-ontikres.a FrenchU

A Chinese man sorts through Chinese newspapers near a Friday
edition of the Beijing News (front) at a newsstand in Beijing, China,
December 30,2005. (AP Photo/Ng Clan Guan)

based non-governmental organization, as of 2007 China
had Inore journalists imprisoned than any other country
and ranlted 163d out of 169 countries rated on press
freedom."? Journalists who embarrass the central government often face its wrath. Whether demoted. fired. or
imprisoned, their cases all exemplify Beijing's coercion.
As Frank Smyth, of the Committee to Protect Journalists.
argues. "in today's dynanlic climate. the Communist Party
has increasingly resorted to jailing journalists in order to
silence some of the nation's most enterprising reportel-s."l"
In short, the Chinese government can and often does jail
wayward journalists.
Although punishnlent of this sort was apparently not
imposed in the Beijiilg Nertls case. the threat was certainly
there. Despite he immediate. physical presence of security officials. the very real media crrlckdown," and the
obvious illegality of going on strike. nearly 100 people
chose to do so anyway, demonstrating that contention
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can happen in the least likely places. And the fact that
these reporters walked out to support both their editor
and the principle of journalistic independence. at least to
the small degree it had previously existed at the Beijing
Nert..s. suggests something about the nature of grievance.
a topic explored further below.

Chengdzr Boycott. Moreover, and this may have great
significance for the CPD, contentious behavior in the
news media occasionally spreads across organizations. In
September 3,005, I'or example. all the papers in Cliengdu,
a major media market, joined in a boycott on press coverage of Chen Kaige's 2005 movie. W LJi~ (The Promise),
despite pressure from higher authorities to give tlie nov vie
Favorable p~blicity.~?
This coordinated boycott appears to
have been provoked both by outrage over restrictions on
press coverage. such as the demand that "There will be 110
negative comments about 'The Promiseq"&and anger-that
entertainment reporters were not given free screenings.
Regardless of the reason, this show of solidarily in one
of China's most con~petitivemedia markets was I-emarkable. As one obse1~7erwrites, "The Cliengdu newspaper
business is extremely competitive. . . . Chengdu media
have a fixed rule: . . . if one paper doesn't report, another
one certainly will: if one media outlet refuses, another
will give special coverage. But this time the silence on
The Pro~nisecanle through all media groups, a~lclthis is
the first time the Chengdu n~ediahave united like
Their solidarity did not contradict any specific CPD directive or oppose any specific government policy, but i t
was one of the first times the Chinese press engaged in a
"spontaneously self-organized rebellion to protest against
restrictions on their co~rerage."~"

draft press law change&: and in
ting a highly ~l~ifavorable
publicizing stories despite clear CCP disapproval.'There
have also been tantalizing hints of media pushback in the
wake of the devastating Sicliuan earthquake of May 12.
2008. Meanwhile. the three major incidents examined
here contin~ieto echo through the media. with Cllirzn Youth
D~iily'sLi ancl Lu remaining prominent public figures,
and many current and former reporters from the Beijirzg
Nertqs continuing to meet once ri year to commemorate
their brief but mean i ngfi~lstrike.'l In short. although no
action since 2005 has been quite as draniatic as the three
incidents detailed above, resistance continues in inyiiad
fornls even under a heavy-handed press crackdown.

The Theoretical Payoff

But why does this matter theoretically? Does the fact
that soine individual Chinese journalists or newspapers
get rainbunctious from tirne to time merely add a wrinkle
to previous theories of contentious politics? Other than
demonstrating that rnedia groups do not always act at the
behest of'the state. what can this behavior tell us about
contentious politics niore generally? In fact. China's
contentious journalists help shed fresh light on venerable
theories ancl provide some testable new propositions at
the same time.
First, this behavior suggests that the recent effort by
the nlost proininent advocates of political process theory
to revise its theoretical foundations by moving away from
overly struc~uralargi~rnentsis laudable. In its earlier incarnations, political process theory relied on "the conviction
that most political movements and revolutions are set in
notion by social changes that render the established political order more vulnerable or receptive to challenge," or,
Hecerlt Events. Finally. although these three incidents in other words. by changes in the "political opportunity
Elements of the political oppoi-tunity strucmay be the most high-profile exalnples of action by con- st~-~icture."'~
tentious journalists. resistance has coritinued in thc years ture include: I. The relative openness or closure of the
since. For example. in ear-ly 2008 journalists erupted over institutionalized political system; 2. The stability of that
an attempt by officials in northeaste~mLiaoning province broad set of elite arguments that typically undergird a
to arrest reporter Zhu Wenna in Beijing because of his polity; 3. The presence of elite allies, and 4. The state's
unflattering coverage of local off cials in X i t n g Coi~nty. capacity alicl propensity for repre~sion."~"
Since purely structural approaches to political process
Newspapers across China condenlned the heavy-huncled
theory can ;ipproach tautology-evidence for changes in
attempt at press ~ o i i t r o l . ~ ~Cllir~rr
~ i t h Youtll D ~ i i lstating
~'
y determined
in an unsigned editorial that "once the compl-chensive the political opportunity structure is ~isuall
power mechanism springs into action, and public instr-u- after an effective social movement has emerged-these
ments are turned to the service of personal ends. they ;ire scholars have begun to recognize tlie importance of the
lethal and oppressive, whether targeting media organs perceptions that rnediate actors' interactions with the
or individual reporters,""' The media outrage i l l ti nititely political opportunity structure. "Rather than look upon
forced the resignation of the county's party ~ecrelnl-y.~' 'oppot-tunities and threats' as objective structural fdctors,"
and illy increasingly "see them as
In recent years newsp;lpers have also s~~cceedcd
in get- McAdam. T~I-I-ow.
"
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subject to attrib~tion."~~
The present article's emphasis
on individual acts of journalistic pushback itself falls
into the "analysis of smaller-scale causal ~nechanisms"
that these scholars have enlbraced." And although they
do not specifically mention grievances, they hint at their
importance when they recognize the need to "explain
how people who at a given point in time are not making
contentious claims start doing so" and "what sorts of actors engage in ont tent ion."^^
The cases presented here support the efforts of political
process scholars to nlove away itom a purely structuralist
appr~ach.~"The
strike of most of the Beijirlg N e b ~ ssenior
staff. for example, does not fit neatly into the original.
unmodified political opportunity structure explanation.
Of the four factors offered by McAdam et al.. none dernonstrate any objective changes that might encourage the
emergence of a new, brief social movement. For example.
even by strictly Chinese standards. the political system at
the time of the strike was not especially open--especially
for journalists. In addition, building on McAdaln et al.'s
enhanced allowance for the role of perception, it is clear
that at least in the case of letter writers Li and Lu, the
principal actors did not necessarily perceive an "objective" opening in the opportunity structure. but rather seem
to have been motivated by exasperation more than by any
sense of an improved possibility of ~ u c c e s s . ~ '
It would be a stretch to claim there is any sort of
"objective" opening in the Chinese media. which are
currently experiencing a well-publicized crackdown on
wayward newspaper^.^' especially those that concentrate
The central government closed
on political reporti~~g."'
seventy-nine papers in 2005 as part of an ongoing eff01-t
to "severely crack down on illegal publications."" And
these trends have continued, with China's ranking on the
Reporters Sans Frontieres Press Freedorn Index dropping
from 159th out of 167 rated countries in 2005 to 163d out
of 169 in 2007, moving past countries like Vietnam and
Uzbehstan in press repre~sion."~
Meanwhile. Beijing has imposed increasingly onerous
legal restrictions on the press. Regulations issued by the
General Administration of Press and Publication (GAPP)
r e a newspaper's
in late 2005."Vor example, r e q ~ ~ i that
publication penmi t be revolted i1' "the newspaper publication quality fail[s] to reach the prescribed standard over a
long period of time." or if it "fails to improve after being
investigated and penalized."" Neither the "prescribed
standards" nor the "long period of time" are defined.
and the vague wording of the new regulations is no accident. "With its power to determine-post hoc-what
is appropriate rnedia coverage, the CPD demal-cates the

boundaries of the acceptable in such a deliberately fuzzy
way that news workers self-censor to a critical degree."h8
meaning that these and similar laws and regulations represent a narrowing of China's political discourse. However,
as the three examples of rebelliousness discussed in this
article demonstrate, contentious action is possible even
in these inauspicious circumstances-a conclusion that
reinforces the importance of the recent movement of
political process the017 away from a purely structural
explanation of contention and protest.
These results are broadly consistent with theories of
news influence in sociology and comlnunication studies, and they should prompt social scientists to look
more closely at them. Bourdieu's field theory provides a
good start for this sort of analysis, for it recognizes that
journalism is both a product of political and economic
pressure on the one hand. and a push for independence
on the other. "This struggle is inevitable," one field theory
scholar writes, for "the history of journalism could well
be in large part the story of an i~npossibleautonomy-or,
to piit it in the least pessimistic way. the unending story
of an autonomy that must always be re-won because it
is always threatened."" But the Chinese context demonstrates that "possibilities for the autonomy of journalistic
and other cultural fields"7" do indeed exist, even in the
most unlikely places. Although field theory and its applications to journalism were developed in a Western
context, their congr~iencieswith the Chinese case suggest that they might be a potent tool for moving beyond
overly structural approaches. As such, field theory provides a potential way out of the no-man's land between
the trenches of liberal theory's "theme of journalism as a
countervailing Sorce. a critical tool" and critical theory's
"opposing vision which sees journalism as a relay of the
structure of oppre~sion."'~
111a similar vein, these events should also orient researchers to the growing networks of forinal and informal
relationships (gucrrl.~i)that increasingly serve both as curiers of professional norms and as potential loci of journalistic autonomy. Journalists can strive for professionalism
even in authoritarian contexts,with movements often based
of 2008 there are at least
in organizations of repo~-ters.~'As
three Beijing-based, domestically organized Chinese j o ~ ~ r nalist organizations dedicated to improving environmental,
Such organizalegal. and cultural reporting, re~pectively?~
tions bring to mind Carsten Hermann-Pillath's argument
that gutlr1.t-i is one of the critical drivers of Chnese cultural
change, and that "these is an extremely lively world of
newspapers and journals . . . in which sometimes highly
original and unique problems are openly d i s c ~ s s e d . " ~ ~
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These webs of relationships even extend outside the borders of the People's Republic and into Greater China, as
Curtin's recent Playing to the World's Biggest Audierzce
hghlights." In short. both cases and theory point to the
importance of formal and informal professional groupings as potential sites for resistance and autonomy. Such
organizations are ripe for further research.

Dnilj, they and the colleagues who helped them were
rebelling against changes in the day-to-day operations of
the paper. The journalists and editors at the Beijirlg Neltls
who went 011 strike did so to protest the removal of their
editor and sudden. heavy-handed interference by the CPD.
Even the Sichuan newspapers that refused to publicize
Chen Kaige's film The Pi-on~isewere outraged by the film
company's departure from normal publicity arrangements
(and free movie screenings for the reporters). As Snow
Toward a Synthetic Theory of
et al. argue. "it is not exploitation or deprivation per se
Grievances?
that is unsettling to the peasant, but actual or threatened
The key questions, then, are: What motivated journalists disruptions of the peasants' subsistence routine^."^' and
to engage in contentious. collective action despite the ab- the evidence from these media suggests that tlus analysis
sence of an obvious political opening? And why did their can be extended to the urban intelligentsia.
The disriiption of daily life may be necessary to proprotests take the form they did? For preliminary answers,
the literature on grievances and repertories is helpful. The duce collective action but is not usually sufficient. Feng
empirical evidence from these cases within the Chinese Chen. in an analysis of labor strikes at failing state-owned
news media in~pliesthat grievances alone can often be enterprises (SOEs). argues that the bankruptcy of an SOE
enough to spark contentious action. although probably only was not by itself enough to induce worker ire in most
when other criteria are also met. Evidence from the media cases: "The motivation [to strike] increases if they believe
and other cases suggests that grievances can inspire action that their economic plight is exacerbated by managerial
In other words, the workwhen they are related to "disruption of the qi~otidian,"~" corruption at the workpla~e."~'
have a clear personal target or targets, and potential actors ers need a visible target. And Snow et al. agree. claiming
can seize the moral or symbolic high ground, although these that accidents tend to encourage collective action when
they "can be attributed to human negligence and/or error
should be treated as preliminary conclusions.
Kahneman and Tversky discovered more than twenty- rather than to natural forces or 'acts of GO^'."^'
Evidence from the Chinese news media supports this
~
sensifive years ago that people are generally I I I L I ~more
tive to potential losses than to potential gains, and this conclusion. Despite the fact that newspapers are often
loss aversion is a key insight of what they term "prospect closed down, as were seventy-nine in 2005.p4collective
theory."" While people are indeed motivated to action action by the reporters involved remains rare. In the
by the prospect of gains. they are inore highly ~notivated incidents described above, there was always a specific
to avoid losing what they already have. an insight Snow. target or targets that mobilized collective action. Both
et al. build upon with their theory of how social move- Li Datong and Lu Yuegang. for example, wrote letters
ments begin. "The kind of breakdown most likely to be directly to the party-appointed editor-in-chief to protest
associated with mo\~einentemergence." they argue. "is specilic policies. and the Sichuan papers were respondthat which penetrates and disrupts. or threatens to disrupt, ing directly and personally to restrictions imposed by
taken-for-granted. everyday routines and expectan~ies."'~ Chen Kaige and his government backers. The Beiji~lg
While journalists face constant oppression and challenges Neltls strike was slightly more complicated, but it fits
from superiors and the central government, low pay and the general pattern. The paper is a joint venture of the
social prestige. danger from irate targets of investigative formerly bold Southern Daily News group and the
stories, and an overwhelming desire to change j ~ b s , ~ Q h i sstaid (and central-government-run) Guangnling Daily
sort of "everyday" pressure only rarely turns into conten- group, with the latter holding 51 percent of the total
shares. Gllcrngrnii?gDcrily's controlling stake allowed it
tious social action.
Even when journalists are threatened en nlusse. as with to order the replacement of Yang Bin and his staff with
the current public media crackdown. they tend to mel-ely other Gilnrzgnzing Dailj editors, thus providing an obvigrumble about it." But when reporters at individual news- ous target for the ire of striking reporters. While liberal
papers are threatened with a disruption of their everyday editors are replaced all the time in the Chinese press.
routine-as in the cases above-they are much more like1y they are not usually replaced by representatives of the
to react against the government. When Li Datong and Lu very organization that ordered their replacement in the
Yuegang wrote open letters to their bosses at CIzina Y O l l t h first place. Thus, general "disruption of the quotidian"
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or threatened subsistence routines are necessary but not
usually sufficient-there often must be a concrete and
easily visible target I'or collective action.
Finally, the availability of moral symbolism encourages contentious collective action by providing a frame
for-and lending leg i tirnacy to-the nascent movement.
Hurst and O'Brien point to examples of protest without
an obvious individual target. but their work high1ights
the importance of a moral element to inspire collective
action.85In their study. pensioners raised in the Maoist
context of proletarian dictatorship and the "iron rice bowl"
believe their moral rights are violated when their pensions
are not paid. The "radiant past" of the Mao years, both
imagined and real. and the government's own rhetoric
give them easily employable symbolic weapons they
can use to legitimate their protests. Similarly. collective
action by the media often takes place in reference to a
moral compass defined by the official views of the ruling
CCP. In response to the announcement by Chi~111Y0~1th
Driil?. editor-in-chief Li Erliang that reporters' wages
would be tied to the political reception of their articles,
Li Datong wrote:
The core of these regulations is that the standards t'or nppraising the perforinance of the newspapers will not be
on the basis of the media role according to Marxism. I t is
not based upon the basic principles or the Chinese Coinmunist Party. It is not based ~iponthe spirit of President
Hu Jintao about how power, rights and sentiments should
be tied to the people. It is not based upon whether the
masses of readers will be satisfied. Instead, the appraisal
standard will depend upon whether a small number of
senior organizations or officials like it or not.""

incidents. arguably related to what Tilly and Tal-row call
"standing claims."v0

Conclusion
Previous scholarship on social Imovements in China has
not only overlooked the media's relationship to the emergence or development of such movements, but has also
downplayed the extent to which journalists are sometimes
themselves contentious actors. This revelation sheds empirical light on the phenomenon of China's contentious
reporters, and theoretical light on the renewed importance
of grievances in studies of movement emergence. Results
from the press and elsewhere suggest that collective action is most likely to arise when groups are faced with
s~~bsistellce
crises or "disruptions of the quotidian." have
a specif c target or targets to blame. and are able to evoke
a moral or symbolic claim as a legitimating factor.
But there is a greal deal more to be learned from a
marriage of Chinese media studies and social movement
literatiil-e.For example, how does the potentially contentious nature of the press affect its coverage of other social
~novements?What strategies do nascent social movements
apply to ~naxi~nize
press coverage without arousing the
ire of the central government? What effect, if any. will
further press commercialization and the inroads of the
new electronic media have on traditional Chinese news
sources? And what of the importance of formal and inIhrmal professional groups in spearheading journalistic
autonomy? These questions and others have thus far
received little attention in the social sciences; this gap
should no longer be ignored.
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